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Abstract
The paper presents the transient distributions of physical fields for turbulent nitrogen
bubbles flow through Wood-metal in rectangle bubble reactor (RBR), which is placed in the
external uniform magnetic field. For multiphase flow LES (Large Eddy Simulation) study the
experimentally verified (without magnetic field) Euler-Euler approach is used, which is
realized with ANSYS Fluent Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) module. The computational
results are compared with corresponding results for RBR, when continuous phase is
electrically conductive ‘water-like’ liquid and dispersed phase is air bubbles. The trends for
gas jet rising speed in liquid (the transition process is considered) without and with external
magnetic field are compared with corresponding trends for cylindrical bubble reactor (CBR).
1. Introduction
The results, presented in current paper, are obtained with application of previously
formulated computational model (see detailed description in [1]), which includes:
• continuity equation, volume conservation equation and momentum equations for
turbulent two-phase MHD-flow, driven by gas injected into electrically conductive liquid,
which is placed into external uniform magnetic field;
• equations for induction of magnetic field, induced by flow of electrically conductive
liquid in external magnetic field.
The momentum equations include interfacial (buoyancy and drag) forces and external
body (Lorentz) force.
The drag force is computed with application of several classical models, including:
• Schiller-Naumann model [2] as well as Newton or Stokes models for undistorted
(spherical) bubbles; the choice of models is performed according to the local value of bubble
Reynolds number (Reg) – see [1, equation (13)];
• Grace model [3] for distorted (elliptical) bubbles with Morton and Evötös numbers,
which characterize the shape of moving bubbles and represent the correlations between the
tension at gas-liquid surface, the inertia and the viscosity of liquid.
The peculiarities of numerical computations of turbulent two-phase MHD-flow using
Euler-Euler approach, realized in ANSYS Fluent MHD module, are discussed in [1,4].
The experimental verification of developed numerical model the available
measurement data has been used for air–water RBR [5], air–water CBR [6] and nitrogen–
Wood-metal CBR without external magnetic field [7] – the predicted and measured profiles of
vertical (axial) velocity of liquid are of a good qualitative and quantitative agreement [4]. For
argon–GaInSn-alloy CBR [8], placed into external longitudinal or transversal magnetic field,
our computations are still continuing; the obtained up to now velocity profiles show a good
qualitative agreement with measurement [8] and computation [9] results.
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2. Geometry and operational parameters of bubble reactors
The geometry and operational parameters of considered nitrogen–Wood-metal RBR are
gathered in Tab. 1. This RBR geometry corresponds to air–water experimental setup [5]. For
the further comparison of computational results, the nitrogen–Wood-metal CBR [1] is used
with geometry, which corresponds to experimental setup [7].
Note, that due to large inlet opening the mass flow rate for RBR is relatively large.
Tab. 1. Bubble reactors’ geometry* and operational parameters
Inlet
Reactor,
Gas
Gas
Gas
Liquid opening,
Gas
Gas-liquid
bubble volume
L×W
velocity
Geo+gas,
L×W
mass flow
two-phase
diameter flow
or D
at inlet
metry
H (m)
or D
(g/s)
system
3
(mm)
(cm /s)
(m)
(m/s)
(mm)
RBR N2–Wood-metal
0.5
6800
8.500
0.47
Air–‘water-like’ 0.5×0.2 1.5+0.5 180×80
RBR
3
liquid**
CBR N2–Wood-metal
0.4
0.4+0.2
10
3 or 0.1
200
0.250
2.58
* height (H); length (L) and width (W) for RBR; diameter (D) for CBR
** for “water-like” liquid the electrical conductivity is assigned (see Tab. 2)
During previous computations for air–water RBR [4] in order to consider the twophase MHD-flows in external magnetic field, the electrical conductivity has been assigned for
liquid, which further is called the electrical conductive ‘water-like’ liquid. The physical
parameters for two-phase systems – nitrogen–Wood-metal and air–‘water-like’ liquid – are
gathered in Tab. 2.
Note, that Wood-metal density is greater than ‘water-like’ liquid density for an order.
For reference: density of liquid sodium near melting point is 0.927∙103 kg/m3 (close to
water density); electrical conductivity of liquid sodium is varying from 10∙106 Ω-1∙m-1 till
1.2∙106 Ω-1∙m-1 for temperature range from melting point (97.8˚C) till boiling point (882.4˚C).
Tab. 2. Physical parameters of gas-liquid two-phase systems
Physical parameter
Operation temperature (°C)
State
Molar mass (kg/kmol)
Density (kg/m3)
Thermal expansion coefficient (K-1)
Dynamic viscosity (kg/(m∙s))
Gas–liquid surface tension coefficient (N/m-1)
Electrical conductivity (Ω-1∙m-1)

‘Waterlike’
liquid
75
room
ideal gas liquid metal ideal gas liquid
28.01
–
28.96
–
1.251
9.65∙103
1.204 0.997∙103
–
25∙10-4
–
2.57∙10-4
-5
-3
-5
1.77∙10
3.26∙10
1.83∙10 0.89∙10-3
0.42
0.072
–
2.5∙106
–
106
Nitrogen
Wood-metal
(N2)

Air

The qualitative estimation of relationship between Lorentz and inertia forces as well as
Lorentz and viscous forces for MHD-flow of liquid phase can be made with Stuart and
Hartmann number accordingly – see [1, equations (29) and (30)]. For considered RBR as well
as for RBR and CBR, which are used for comparison, the estimations are gathered in Tab. 3.
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According to estimations for all considered reactors – Stuart number is N < 1 and
Hartmann number is Ha >> 1 – thus the structure of resultant MHD-flow of conductive liquid
in RBR more preferably depends on prevailing of inertia forces in the liquid in the case of
relatively large value of inlet gas flow rate, where the characteristic size of intensive flow is
substantially smaller than size of container horizontal cross-section and can be measured with
characteristic size of horizontal cross-section of bubble jet.
Tab. 3. Non-dimensional numbers for bubble reactors
Liquid
Bubble
Induction
Stuart
Gas-liquid
maximum Reynolds of external
Geonumber
two-phase
velocity
number
magnetic
metry
N
system
(m/s)
Reg
field (T)
RBR N2–Wood-metal
~2
~580
0.1
~0.65
Air–‘water-like’
RBR
~2.9
~320
0.1
~0.7
liquid
CBR N2–Wood-metal
~1.6
~335
0.1
~0.35

Hartmann
Number
Ha
~1385
~670
~550

It is necessary also to take into account the following features of closed flow:
• the liquid velocity, averaged for horizontal cross-section of container, is zero;
• the reverse flow is closed in peripheral zone of liquid container.
3. Computational results
The computational results for RBR (Tabs. 1–3) are presented in Figs. 1–3.
The visualization of physical fields is performed with ANSYS CFD Post and there are
definite compromises:
√ To gain visualization of liquid flow patterns in the whole volume, but not only near
gas jet, the liquid streamlines are presented with inverse grey scale (Fig. 3). Thus black
streamlines present the flow with small velocity values. In the gas layer, which is located
above liquid, where the values of liquid volume fraction are close to zero, the black
streamlines for liquid are visualized as well. The streamlines, which correspond to large
velocity values, are white and thus are invisible (Fig. 3).
√ If for visualization would be chosen grey scale, the black streamlines would present
only the liquid flow with large velocity values – the distribution of such streamlines would be
similar to distribution of gas volume fraction in gas jet (Fig. 2). In this case the liquid flow
streamlines in the rest of liquid volume would be white and thus would be invisible.
3.1. Liquid density and MHD-flow structure

The computations for relatively light
( l 0.997  10 3 kg m3 ) electrically conductive
‘water-like’ liquid in RBR (Tabs. 1–3) show, that the magnetic field is stabilizing the liquid
MHD-flow in reactor, makes it less chaotic and consequently is regularizing gas flow –
compare Fig. 1 (a,b) and Fig. 1 (c,d).

The computations for relatively heavy
( l 9.650  10 3 kg m3 ) Wood-metal in RBR
(Tabs. 1–3) show, that the application of magnetic field in reactor does not homogenize the
gas distribution in volume of liquid metal. On contrary, the high-speed gas jet remain after
switching on magnetic field – compare Fig. 2 (a,b) and Fig 2 (c,d).
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3.2. Influence of bubbles size on gas jet penetration into liquid
For the case of relatively large bubbles (dg=3∙10-3 m) the air jet in RBR (Tabs. 1–3)
rises faster in electrically conductive water-like liquid, when external magnetic field is
switched on if compare with the case without magnetic field.
The inverse trend is found for the case of relatively small bubbles (dg=0.5∙10-3 m). The
nitrogen bubbles in RBR (Tabs. 1–3) rises faster in Wood-metal without magnetic field if
compare with the case when magnetic field in switched on.
Similar trends are found in computational results for nitrogen–Wood-metal CBR (Tabs.
1–3), obtained in [1] for relatively large (dg=3∙10-3 m) and relatively small (dg=0.1∙10-3 m)
bubbles – see [1, Fig. 5].
These effects can be explained by competition of two phenomena:
• the damping effect of Lorentz force [10], which acts to turbulent vortices, and
therefore makes smaller the turbulent resistance for gas bubble flow;
• the increasing (or decreasing) of total resistance for bubble flow for smaller (or
larger) diameter of bubbles due to increasing (or decreasing) of total surface of bubbles in
volume unit and therefore increasing (or decreasing) of drag force.
The competition of mentioned phenomena, when magnetic field is switched on, results
in acceleration of considered MHD-flow [4, Fig. 3] for relatively large bubbles (dg=3∙10-3 m);
but in the case of relatively small bubbles (dg=0.5∙10-3 m) the result is opposite – MHD-flow is
decelerated (Fig. 3).
As the confirmation of this effect the experimental results for rising single bubble [11]
can be considered (note, that interval of parameters for single bubble and considered
collective bubble dynamics are different) – the drag coefficient for larger bubble is decreasing,
when magnetic field is switched on; for smaller bubbles the effect of magnetic field is
opposite – the drag coefficient is increasing.

Fig. 1. Air–‘water-like’ liquid RBR – cross-sections: (a, c) y=0 and (b, d) x=0.
Instantaneous (flow time t = 20 s) contours of air volume fraction:
(a, b) without magnetic field B = 0; (c, d) with transversal external magnetic field Bx = 0.1 T
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Fig. 2. N2–Wood-metal RBR – cross-sections: (a, c) y=0 and (b, d) x=0.
Instantaneous (flow time t = 5 s) contours of nitrogen volume fraction:
(a, b) without magnetic field B = 0; (c, d) with transversal external magnetic field Bx = 0.1 T

Fig. 3. N2–Wood-metal RBR – cross-sections: (a, c) y=0 and (b, d) x=0.
Instantaneous (flow time t = 5 s) Wood-metal streamlines in peripheral zone of container:
(a, b) without magnetic field B = 0; (c, d) with transversal external magnetic field Bx = 0.1 T
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4. Conclusions and outlook
For flow of bubbles with larger and smaller diameters, there are different trends for gas
jet rising speed in liquid metal without and with external magnetic field: the larger bubbles
rise faster in liquid, when magnetic field is switched on, but the smaller bubbles – in opposite,
when magnetic field is switched off.
To obtain the wider information on mentioned trends the in-depth analysis of reactors’
parameters is planned.
The aim of further computations is the case, when N >> 1 and Ha >> 1 – that is
Lorentz force is prevailing both in the zone of gas jet and in the zone near the wall.
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